**Reading List: Molly (World War II)**

**Juvenile Fiction**

*The Greatest Skating Race: a WWII Story from the Netherlands* by Louise Borden (Dark Blue J Fiction BOR)

*Stepping on the Cracks* by Mary Downing Hahn (J Fiction HAH)

*Aleutian Sparrow* by Karen Hesse (J Fiction HES)

Best Friends Forever: a World War II Scrapbook by Beverly Patt (Dark Blue Fiction PAT)

*On the Wings of Heroes* by Richard Peck (J Fiction PEC)

*The Journal of Scott Pendleton Collins: a World War II Soldier* by Walter Dean Myers (J Fiction MYE, My Name is America Series)

*My Secret War: the World War II diary of Madeline Beck* by Mary Pope Osborne (J Fiction OSB, Dear America Series)

**Juvenile Nonfiction**

*The Good Fight: how World War II was Won* by Stephen E. Ambrose (J 940.53 AMB)

*D-Day* by Rick Atkinson (J 940.542 ATK)

*Candy Bomber: the story of the Berlin Airlift’s “Chocolate Pilot”* by Michael O. Tunnell (J 943.155 TUN)

**Young Adult**

*Code Talker: a novel about the Navajo Marines of World War Two* by Joseph Bruchac (YA Fiction BRU)

*Winter in Wartime* by Terlouw, Jan Terlouw (YA Fiction TER)

*His Name was Raoul Wallenberg: Courage, Rescue, and Mystery during World War II* by Louise Borden (YA B Wallenberg)